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SECTION 1: GENERAL INFORMATION

1.1 Purpose: The Bureau for Medical Services, hereinafter referred to as the “Bureau” or “BMS,” is soliciting proposals pursuant to West Virginia Code §9-2-9b and the Medicaid Services Contracts Purchasing Methodology and Manual to provide administrative services for the implementation and oversight of the Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI) Waiver.

1.2 By signing and submitting its proposal, the successful Vendor agrees to be bound by all the terms contained in this Request For Proposal (RFP).

A RFP is generally used for the procurement of services in situations where price is not the sole determining factor and the award will be based on a combination of cost and technical factors (Best Value). Through its proposal, the bidder offers a solution to the objectives, problem, or need specified in the RFP, and defines how it intends to meet (or exceed) the RFP requirements.

1.2.1 Compliance with Laws and Regulations: The Vendor shall procure all necessary permits and licenses to comply with all applicable Federal, State, or municipal laws, along with all regulations, and ordinances of any regulating body.

The Vendor shall pay any applicable sales, use or personal property taxes arising out of this contract and the transactions contemplated thereby. Any other taxes levied upon this contract shall be borne by the Vendor. It is clearly understood that the Bureau and State of West Virginia are exempt from any taxes regarding performance of the scope of work of this contract.

1.3 Schedule of Events:
Vendor’s Written Questions Submission Deadline..................08/16/11
Mandatory Pre-bid Conference...........................................08/02/11
Addendum Issued..........................................................09/01/11
Bid Opening Date............................................................09/20/11
Oral Presentation *(Bureau Option)*.................................Not Applicable
1.4 **Mandatory Pre-Bid Conference:** A mandatory pre-bid will be conducted on the date listed below:

**Date:** August 2, 2011  
**Time:** 1:30 P.M.  
**Location:** 350 Capitol Street, Room 251  
**Telephone Number:** 304-558-1700

All interested Vendors are required to be represented at this meeting. **Failure to attend the mandatory pre-bid shall result in the disqualification of the bid.** No one person may represent more than one Vendor.

All potential Vendors are requested to arrive prior to the starting time for the pre-bid conference. Vendors who arrive late, but prior to the dismissal of the technical portions of the pre-bid conference will be permitted to sign in. Vendors who arrive after conclusion of the technical portion of the pre-bid, but during any subsequent part of the pre-bid will not be permitted to sign the attendance sheet.

An attendance sheet will be made available for all potential Vendors to complete. This will serve as the official document verifying attendance at the mandatory pre-bid. Failure to provide your company and representative name on the attendance sheet will result in the disqualification of your bid. The Bureau will not accept any other documentation to verify attendance. The Vendor is responsible for ensuring they have completed the information required on the attendance sheet. The Bureau will not assume any responsibility for a Vendor’s failure to complete the pre-bid attendance sheet. In addition, all potential Vendors are asked to include their email address and fax number.

1.5 **Inquiries:** Inquiries regarding specifications of this RFP must be submitted in writing to the Office of Purchasing with the exception of questions regarding the proposal submission which may be oral. The deadline for written inquiries is identified in the Schedule of Events, Section 1.3. All inquiries of specification clarification must be addressed to:

WV Department of Health and Human Resources  
Office of Purchasing  
ATTN: Donna D. Smith, Senior Buyer  
One Davis Square, Suite 100  
Charleston, WV 25301  
Donna.D.Smith@wv.gov  
Telephone (304) 957-0218 Fax (304) 558-2892

No contact between the Vendor and the Bureau is permitted without the express written consent of the Office of Purchasing. Violation may result in rejection of the bid. The Buyer named above is the sole contact for any and all inquiries after this RFP has been released.

1.6 **Verbal Communication:** Any verbal communication between the Vendor and any Bureau personnel is **not** binding, including that made at the mandatory pre-bid
conference. Only information issued in writing and added to the RFP specifications by an official written addendum by the DHHR Office of Purchasing is binding.

1.7 **Addenda:** If it becomes necessary to revise any part of this RFP, an official written addendum will be issued by the DHHR Office of Purchasing.

**SECTION TWO: PROJECT SPECIFICATIONS**

2.1 **Location:** Bureau is located at 350 Capitol Street, Room 251, Charleston, WV 25301.

2.2 **Background and Current Operating Environment:** The Bureau for Medical Services has submitted an application for a TBI Waiver to the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS). The draft Waiver application can be viewed online at: [www.dhhr.wv.gov/bms](http://www.dhhr.wv.gov/bms). The vendor will serve as the Administrative Services Organization (ASO) for the TBI Waiver Program once the Waiver application is approved by CMS. The Waiver will serve up to 75 members during Year 1, up to 100 members during Year 2, and, up to 125 members during Year 3.

2.3 **Qualifications and Experience:** Vendors will provide in **Attachment A: Vendor Response Sheet** information regarding their firm and staff qualifications and experience in completing similar projects; references; copies of any staff certifications or degrees applicable to this project; proposed staffing plan; descriptions of past projects completed entailing the location of the project, project manager name and contact information, type of project, and what the project goals and objectives were and how they were met.

2.4 **Project and Goals:** The project goals and objectives are:

2.4.1 The Vendor should propose a plan to certify prospective TBI Waiver providers using established criteria in the Waiver application and to provide ongoing support for the provider network. The plan should address, but should not be limited to:

   a. Conducting on-site visits of prospective TBI Waiver providers to evaluate and certify qualified providers.
   b. Referring certified TBI Waiver providers for enrollment in the Medicaid program.
   c. Providing TBI Waiver providers with Medicaid regulations and policies.
   d. Monitoring TBI Waiver provider compliance with certification criteria.
   e. Providing technical assistance to TBI Waiver providers to improve policy compliance and service quality.
   f. Maintaining TBI Waiver provider files, including information and reports necessary for the determination of compliance with established program standards consistent with the Waiver application.
   g. Developing and conducting quarterly TBI Waiver provider trainings. Materials for trainings should be provided to BMS for review and approval seven (7) calendar days prior to utilization.
2.4.2 The Vendor should propose a plan to provide day-to-day operations and oversight of the TBI Waiver Program. The plan should address, but not be limited to:
   a. Enrolling TBI Waiver members into the program.
   b. Maintaining a database so that the status of all enrolled TBI Waiver applicants and members can be tracked.
   c. Tracking, verifying, and reporting the status of financial eligibility timelines for TBI Waiver applicants.
   d. Processing TBI Waiver transfer requests from providers and members.
   e. Processing TBI Waiver case closures.
   f. Verifying Waiver members’ legal representatives.
   g. Receiving and processing referrals for TBI Waiver members wishing to participate in the Waiver’s self-direction option, including verifying financial eligibility.
   h. Reviewing and approving all self-directed member initial spending plans.
   i. Investigating, responding to, and tracking complaints, questions and inquiries regarding the delivery of TBI Waiver services from members, family members, providers and other interested parties.
   j. Monitoring the reports, investigations, and tracking of incidents reported via the West Virginia Incident Management System.
   k. Prior-authorizing all TBI Waiver services for eligible members.
   l. Responding to all information inquiries and requests for information regarding the TBI Waiver program.

2.4.3 The Vendor should propose a plan to determine medical eligibility for initial TBI Waiver applicants and annual re-evaluations of medical eligibility for Waiver members. The plan should address, but is not limited to:
   a. Accepting and processing all referrals for medical eligibility determinations.
   b. Conducting initial medical eligibility assessments for applicants of the TBI Waiver Program utilizing the Pre-Admission Screening and Rancho Los Amigos assessment tools.
   c. Conducting annual re-evaluation of member medical eligibility using a functional assessment tool approved by BMS.
   d. Evaluating the findings of medical eligibility assessments to determine whether individuals meet or continue to meet eligibility criteria for the TBI Waiver with accordance with the TBI Waiver application.
   e. Establishing individual member budgets based on assessed needs.
   f. Notifying applicants of initial medical eligibility determinations including information on Fair Hearing rights and process.
   g. Notifying members of annual re-evaluation medical eligibility determinations including information on Fair Hearing rights and process.

2.4.4 The Vendor should propose a plan to implement a Quality Improvement System consistent with CMS expectations. The plan should address, but is not limited to:
a. Annual review and analysis of provider certification standards, compliance with Bureau policy at www.dhhr.wv.gov/bms, and quality of services provided.
b. Collection and analysis of other data for quality purposes including complaints, incident management reports, public forums, etc.
c. Development and support of a Waiver Quality Improvement Advisory Council.
d. Identification of quality improvement priorities and the implementation and evaluation of quality improvement strategies.

2.4.5 The Vendor should be willing to provide additional services to comply with externally driven changes to BMS programs and requirements, including any state of federal laws, rules and regulations. Services provided by the Vendor could include assistance with policy development impact analysis, requirements definition and testing activities that require substantial subject matter expertise derived from experience in other states, other healthcare organizations or participation in federal activities. Provide implementation support as requested.

2.4.6 The Vendor should propose a work plan that demonstrates their understanding of the scope of services requested in this solicitation.

2.4.7 The Vendor should propose a staffing plan that includes highly skilled team members who bring a breadth and depth of TBI ASO knowledge, skills and experience with a background in Medicaid. The vendor’s proposal should describe how their staffing plan provides the array of skills needed to fulfill the requirements and scope of work in the RFP. The Vendor’s proposed staffing plan should include, but not be limited to, the following components:
   a. Organization Chart.
   b. A description of the roles, responsibilities and skill sets associated with each position on the organization chart.
   c. Key staff positions identified with named individuals and resumes demonstrating experience with TBI and best practices for TBI for each key staff member performing ASO related work.
   d. FTE assigned to each key staff indicated.

2.4.8 Vendor should provide detailed information from three (3) verifiable references detailing evidence of their experience in providing Medicaid ASO services described in this RFP performed in the past five (5) years. References should include a contact name, phone number, email address and the responsible project administrator familiar with the firm’s performance.

2.5 Mandatory Requirements: The following mandatory requirements must be met by the Vendor as a part of the submitted proposal. Failure on the part of the Vendor to meet any of the mandatory specifications shall result in the disqualification of the proposal. The terms “must,” “will,” “shall,” “minimum,” “maximum,” or “is/are required” identify a mandatory item or factor. Decisions regarding compliance with any mandatory requirements shall be at the sole discretion of the Bureau. The Vendor will:
2.5.1 Comply with requirements listed in Attachment D.

2.5.2 Maintain an in-state office.

2.5.3 Provide and maintain staff to conduct medical eligibility assessments that possess a bachelors degree and is a Registered Nurse, Licensed Social Worker, or Licensed Psychologist with a minimum of one (1) year experience.

2.5.4 Have at least five (5) years of experience in providing ASO supports to Medicaid members.

2.5.5 Provide timely and accurate Program and Quality Management reports as requested by the Bureau within seven (7) calendar days of the request. All reports must be provided in electronic format.

2.5.6 Establish and maintain a comprehensive policies and procedures manual that must be approved by the Bureau thirty (30) calendar days prior to implementation.

2.5.7 Transmit Waiver eligibility effective and termination dates to fiscal agent electronically.

2.5.8 Adhere to all Bureau policies and procedures established to implement the TBI Waiver application as approved by CMS.

2.5.9 Submit all proposed policy and procedures manual changes to the Bureau within thirty (30) calendar days of the request for approval.

2.5.10 Participate in readiness review if requested by the Bureau.

2.5.11 Attend and represent the Bureau’s interests in all member fair hearings pertaining to TBI Waiver program issues.

2.5.12 Establish and maintain secure email capacity that complies with HIPAA regulations.

2.5.13 Immediately report any incidents of potential fraudulent activity by providers or members to the Bureau’s Office of Quality and Program Integrity.

2.6 Oral Presentations (Bureau Option): BMS has the option of requiring oral presentations of all Vendors participating in the RFP process. If this option is exercised, it would be listed in the Schedule of Events (Section 1.3) of this RFP. During oral presentations, Vendors may not alter or add to their submitted proposal, but only clarify information. A description of the materials to be presented is provided below:

2.6.1 Materials and Information Required at Oral Presentation: Not Applicable
SECTION THREE: VENDOR PROPOSAL

3.1 **Economy of Preparation:** Proposals should be prepared simply and economically providing a straightforward, concise description of the Vendor’s abilities to satisfy the requirements of the RFP. Emphasis should be placed on completeness and clarity of the content.

3.2 **Incurring Cost:** Neither the Bureau nor any of its employees or officers shall be held liable for any expense incurred by any Vendor responding to this RFP, including but not limited to preparation, delivery, or travel.

3.3 **Proposal Format:** Vendors should provide responses in the format listed below:

**Title Page:** State the RFP subject, number, Vendor’s name, business address, telephone number, fax number, name of contact person, e-mail address, and Vendor signature and date.

**Table of Contents:** Clearly identify the material by section and page number.

**Attachment A:** Complete **Attachment A: Vendor Response Sheet** included in this RFP. Provide the following: firm and staff qualifications and experience in completing similar projects; references; copies of any staff certifications or degrees applicable to this project; proposed staffing plan; descriptions of past projects completed entailing the location of the project, project manager name and contact information, type of project, and what the project goals and objectives were and they were met.

Also, describe the approach and methodology proposed for this project. This should include how each of the goals and objectives listed is to be met.

**Attachment B:** Complete **Attachment B: Mandatory Specification Checklist** Included in this RFP. By signing and dating this attachment, the Vendor acknowledges that they meet or exceed each of these specifications as outlined in Section Two: Project Specifications, Part 2.5. The Bureau reserves the right to require documentation detailing how each is met at its discretion.

**Attachment C:** Complete **Attachment C: Cost Sheet** included in this RFP and submit in a separate sealed envelope. Cost should be clearly marked.
Attachment D: Complete **Attachment D: Special Terms and Conditions** included in this RFP. By signing and dating this attachment, the Vendor acknowledges that they agree to meet or exceed each of the specifications as outlined in this Attachment.

Oral Presentations: If established by BMS in the Schedule of Events (Section 1.3) all Vendors participating in this RFP will be required to provide an oral presentation based on the criteria set in Section 2.6. During oral presentations, Vendors may not alter or add to their submitted proposal, but only to clarify information.

3.4 Proposal Submission: Proposals must be received in **two (2) distinct parts**: technical and cost.

   **Technical proposals** must not contain any cost information relating to the project. **Cost proposal** shall be sealed in a separate envelope and will not be opened initially.

Bureau procurement policies require that all proposals (technical and cost) must be submitted to the DHHR Office of Purchasing **prior** to the date and time stipulated in the RFP as the opening date. All bids will be time and date stamped to verify official time and date of receipt.

3.4.1 Vendors should allow sufficient time for delivery. In accordance with **the Medicaid Services Contracts Purchasing Methodology and Manual**, the Bureau cannot waive or excuse receipt of a proposal, which is delayed or late for any reason. Any proposal received after the bid opening date and time will be immediately disqualified.

**Vendors responding to this RFP shall submit:**

One (1) original technical and cost proposal plus six (6) convenience copies, including one (1) copy on cd to:

WV Department of Health and Human Resources
Office of Purchasing
ATTN: Donna D. Smith, Senior Buyer
One Davis Square, Suite 100
Charleston, WV 25301
Donna.D.Smith@wv.gov
Telephone (304) 957-0218 Fax (304) 558-2892

The outside of the envelope(s) or package(s) for both the technical and the cost proposals should be clearly marked:

Vendor: __________
Buyer: __________
Req. #: __________
Opening Date: __________
Opening Time: 1:30 p.m.
3.5 Purchasing Affidavit: In accordance with Medicaid Services Contracts Purchasing Methodology and Manual, all bidders must submit an affidavit regarding any debt owed to the State of West Virginia. The affidavit must be signed and submitted prior to award. It is preferred that the affidavit be submitted with the proposal. [http://www.dhhr.wv.gov/bms/ProcurementNotices/Documents/RFPs/MED_PURCHASING_AFFIDAVIT.pdf](http://www.dhhr.wv.gov/bms/ProcurementNotices/Documents/RFPs/MED_PURCHASING_AFFIDAVIT.pdf)

3.6 Resident Vendor Preference: DHHR Office of Purchasing will make the determination of the Resident Vendor Preference, if applicable. Resident Vendor Preference provides an opportunity for qualifying Vendors to request at the time of bid preference for their residency status. Such preference is an evaluation method only and will be applied only to the cost bid in accordance with Medicaid Services Contracts Purchasing Methodology and Manual. A certificate of application is used to request this preference. A West Virginia Vendor may be eligible for two 2.5% preferences in the evaluation process. [http://www.dhhr.wv.gov/bms/ProcurementNotices/Documents/RFPs/MS_Venpref.pdf](http://www.dhhr.wv.gov/bms/ProcurementNotices/Documents/RFPs/MS_Venpref.pdf)

3.7 Technical Bid Opening: The DHHR Office of Purchasing will open and announce only the technical proposals received prior to the date and time specified in the RFP. The technical proposals shall then be provided to the Bureau evaluation committee.

3.8 Cost Bid Opening: The DHHR Office of Purchasing shall schedule a date and time to publicly open and announce cost proposals once the Bureau evaluation committee has completed the technical evaluation and it has been approved by the DHHR Office of Purchasing.

**SECTION FOUR: EVALUATION AND AWARD**

4.1 Evaluation Process: Proposals will be evaluated by a committee of three (3) or more individuals against the established criteria with points deducted for deficiencies. The Vendor who demonstrates that they meet all of the mandatory specifications required; and has appropriately presented within their written response and/or during the oral demonstration (if applicable) their understanding in meeting the goals and objectives of the project; and attains the highest overall point score of all Vendors shall be awarded the contract. The selection of the successful Vendor will be made by a consensus of the Bureau evaluation committee.

4.2 Evaluation Criteria: All evaluation criteria is defined in the specifications section and based on a 100 point total score. Cost shall represent a minimum of 30 of the 100 total points.

The following are the evaluation factors and maximum points possible for technical point scores:

A. Qualifications and experience 30 Points Possible
B. Approach and methodology 40 Points Possible

C. Oral interview, if applicable Not Applicable

D. Cost 30 Points Possible

Total 100 Points Possible

Each cost proposal cost will be scored by use of the following formula for all Vendors who attained the minimum acceptable score:

\[
\frac{\text{Lowest price of all proposals}}{\text{Price of proposal being evaluated}} \times 30 = \text{Price Score}
\]

4.2.1 Technical Evaluation: The Bureau evaluation committee will review the technical proposals, deduct points where appropriate, and make a final written recommendation to the DHHR Office of Purchasing.

4.2.2 Minimum Acceptable Score: Vendors must score a minimum of 70% of the total technical points possible. All Vendors not attaining the minimum acceptable score (MAS) shall be disqualified and removed from further consideration.

4.2.3 Cost Evaluation: The Bureau evaluation committee will review the cost proposals, assign appropriate points, and make a final recommendation to the DHHR Office of Purchasing.

4.3 Independent Price Determination: A proposal will not be considered for award if the price in the proposal was not arrived at independently without collusion, consultation, communication, or agreement as to any matter relating to prices with any competitor unless the proposal is submitted as a joint venture.

4.4 Rejection of Proposals: The Bureau reserves the right to accept or reject any or all proposals, in part or in whole at its discretion. The Bureau further reserves the right to withdraw this RFP at any time and for any reason. Submission of or receipt of proposals by the Bureau confers no rights upon the bidder nor obligates the Bureau or State of West Virginia in any manner.

4.5 Vendor Registration: Vendors participating in this process should complete and file a Vendor Registration and Disclosure Statement (Form WV-1) and remit the registration fee. Vendor is not required to be a registered Vendor in order to submit a proposal, but the successful bidder must register and pay the fee prior to the award of an actual purchase order or contract.
SECTION FIVE: CONTRACT TERMS AND CONDITIONS

5.1 **Contract Provisions:** The RFP and the Vendor's response will be incorporated into the contract by reference. The order of precedence shall be the contract, the RFP and any addendum, and the Vendor's proposal in response to the RFP.

5.2 **Public Record:** All documents submitted to the DHHR Office of Purchasing related to purchase orders or contracts are considered public records. All bids, proposals, or offers submitted by Vendors shall become public information and are available for inspection during normal official business hours in the DHHR Office of Purchasing after the bid opening.

5.2.1 **Risk of Disclosure:** The only exemptions to disclosure of information are listed in [*West Virginia Code §29B-1-4.*](https://www.gov.wv.gov/wvdei/wvstatutes/29B-1-4) Any information considered a trade secret must be separated from the Vendor submission and clearly labeled as such. Primarily, only trade secrets, as submitted by a bidder, are exempt from public disclosure. The submission of any information to the Bureau by a Vendor puts the risk of disclosure on the Vendor. The Bureau does not guarantee non-disclosure of any information to the public.

5.2.2 **Written Release of Information:** All public information may be released with or without a Freedom of Information request; however, only a written request will be acted upon with duplication fees paid in advance. Duplication fees shall apply to all requests for copies of any document. The fees are determined in accordance with DHHR Policy 2510.

5.3 **Conflict of Interest:** Vendor affirms that neither it nor its representatives have any interest nor shall acquire any interest, direct or indirect, which would compromise the performance of its services hereunder. Any such interests shall be promptly presented in detail to the Bureau.

5.4 **Vendor Relationship:** The relationship of the Vendor to the Bureau and State of West Virginia shall be that of an independent contractor and no principal-agent relationship or employer-employee relationship is contemplated or created by this contract. The Vendor as an independent contractor is solely liable for the acts and omissions of its employees and agents.

Vendor shall be responsible for selecting, supervising, and compensating any and all individuals employed pursuant to the terms of this RFP and resulting contract. Neither the Vendor, nor any employees or subcontractors of the Vendor, shall be deemed to be employees of the Bureau or State of West Virginia for any purpose whatsoever.

Vendor shall be exclusively responsible for payment of employees and contractors for all wages and salaries, taxes, withholding payments, penalties, fees, fringe benefits, professional liability insurance premiums, contributions to insurance and pension, or other deferred compensation plans, including but not limited to, Workers' Compensation and Social Security obligations, licensing fees, *etcetera* and the filing of all necessary documents, forms, and returns pertinent to all of the foregoing.
Vendor shall hold harmless the Bureau and State of West Virginia, and shall provide the Bureau and State of West Virginia with a defense against any and all claims including, but not limited to, the foregoing payments, withholdings, contributions, taxes, Social Security taxes, and employer income tax returns.

The Vendor shall not assign, convey, transfer, or delegate any of its responsibilities and obligations under this contract to any person, corporation, partnership, association, or entity without expressed written consent of the Bureau.

5.4.1 Subcontracts/Joint Ventures: The Vendor may, with the prior written consent of the Bureau, enter into subcontracts for performance of work under this contract.

5.4.2 Indemnification: The Vendor agrees to indemnify, defend, and hold harmless the Bureau and State of West Virginia, their officers, and employees from and against: (1) Any claims or losses for services rendered by any subcontractor, person, or firm performing or supplying services, materials, or supplies in connection with the performance of the contract; (2) Any claims or losses resulting to any person or entity injured or damaged by the Vendor, its officers, employees, or subcontractors by the publication, translation, reproduction, delivery, performance, use, or disposition of any data used under the contract in a manner not authorized by the contract, or by Federal or State statutes or regulations; and (3) Any failure of the Vendor, its officers, employees, or subcontractors to observe Federal or State laws including, but not limited to, labor and wage laws.

5.4.3 Governing Law: This contract shall be governed by the laws of the State of West Virginia. The Vendor further agrees to comply with the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and all other applicable laws and regulations as provided by Federal, State, and local governments.

5.5 Term of Contract and Renewals: This contract will be effective upon award and shall extend for the period of one (1) year, at which time the contract may, upon mutual consent, be renewed. Such renewals are for a period of up to one (1) year, with a maximum of two (2) one-year renewals, or until such reasonable time thereafter as is necessary to obtain a new contract. The “reasonable time” period shall not exceed (12) months. During the “reasonable time” period, Vendor may terminate the contract for any reason upon giving the Bureau ninety (90) days written notice. Notice by Vendor of intent to terminate will not relieve Vendor of the obligation to continue providing services pursuant to the terms of the contract.

5.6 Non-Appropriation of Funds: If funds are not appropriated for the Bureau in any Succeeding fiscal year for the continued use of the services covered by this contract, the Bureau may terminate the contract at the end of the affected current fiscal period without further charge or penalty. The Bureau shall give the Vendor written notice of such non-appropriation of funds as soon as possible after the Bureau receives notice. No penalty shall accrue to the Bureau or State of West Virginia in the event this
provision is exercised.

5.7 **Changes:** If changes to the contract become necessary, a formal contract change order will be negotiated by the Bureau and the Vendor.

As soon as possible, but not to surpass thirty (30) days after receipt of a written change request from the Bureau, the Vendor shall determine if there is an impact on price with the change requested and provide the Bureau a written statement identifying any price impact on the contract. The Vendor shall provide a description of any price change associated with the implementation.

**NO CHANGE SHALL BE IMPLEMENTED BY THE VENDOR UNTIL SUCH TIME AS THE VENDOR RECEIVES AN APPROVED WRITTEN CHANGE ORDER FROM THE DHHR Office of PURCHASING.**

5.8 **Price Quotations:** The price(s) quoted in the Vendor’s proposal will not be subject to any increase and will be considered firm for the life of the contract unless specific provisions have been provided in the original specifications.

5.9 **Invoices and Progress Payments:** The Vendor shall submit invoices, in arrears, to the Bureau at the address on the face of the purchase order labeled “Invoice To.” Progress payments may be made at the option of the Bureau on the basis of percentage of work completed if so defined in the final contract.

5.10 **Liquidated Damages:** The Vendor agrees that liquidated damages shall be imposed at the rate of $500.00 per day for failure to provide deliverables, meet milestones identified to keep the project on target, or failure to meet specified deadlines. This clause shall in no way be considered exclusive and shall not limit the Bureau or State of West Virginia’s right to pursue any other additional remedy which the Bureau or State of West Virginia may have legal cause for action.

5.11 **Contract Termination:** The Bureau may terminate any contract resulting from this RFP immediately at any time the Vendor fails to carry out its responsibilities or to make substantial progress under the terms of this RFP and resulting contract. The Bureau shall provide the Vendor with advance notice of performance conditions which may endanger the contract’s continuation. If after such notice the Vendor fails to remedy the conditions within the established timeframe, the Bureau shall order the Vendor to cease and desist any and all work immediately. The Bureau shall be obligated only for services rendered and accepted prior to the date of the notice of termination.

The contract may be terminated by the Bureau with thirty (30) days prior notice.

5.12 **Special Terms and Conditions:** The Bureau must be informed of any terms, conditions, and/or limitations of the Vendor prior to entering into contract negotiations.

5.12.1 **Bid and Performance Bonds:** Not Applicable
5.12.2 **Insurance Requirements:** The Vendor as an independent contractor is solely liable for the acts and omissions of its employees and agents. Proof of insurance shall be provided by the Vendor at the time the contract is awarded. The Vendor shall maintain and furnish proof of coverage of liability insurance for loss, damage, or injury (including death) of third parties arising from acts and omissions of the part of the Vendor, its agents, employees in the following amounts:

For bodily injury (including death): Minimum of $500,000.00 per person, and $1,000,000.00 per occurrence.

For property damage and professional liability: Minimum of $1,000,000.00 per occurrence.

5.12.3 **License Requirements:** Provide certification that Vendor is registered with the Secretary of State’s Office to do business in West Virginia; provide evidence that Vendor is in good standing with the State Agency of Employment Programs as to Unemployment Compensation coverage and the Offices of the Insurance Commissioner as to Worker’s Compensation coverage or exempt from such coverage. Additional evidence of licensure may be required based on the scope of services solicited.

5.13 **Record Retention (Access and Confidentiality):**
Vendor shall comply with all applicable Federal and State rules, regulations, and requirements governing the maintenance of documentation to verify any cost of services or commodities rendered under this contract by the Vendor. The Vendor shall maintain such records a minimum of five (5) years and make such records available to Bureau personnel at the Vendor’s location during normal business hours upon written request by the Bureau within ten (10) days after receipt of the request. Vendor shall have access to private and confidential data maintained by the Bureau to the extent required for the Vendor to carry out the duties and responsibilities defined in this contract. Vendor agrees to maintain confidentiality and security of the data made available and shall indemnify and hold harmless the Bureau and the State of West Virginia against any and all claims brought by any party attributed to actions of breach of confidentiality by the Vendor, subcontractors, or individuals permitted access by the Vendor.

5.14 **HIPAA Compliance:** BMS contracts require that Vendors agree to become a business associate of the BMS, and therefore the Vendor must have policies and procedures in place consistent with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) standards for privacy and security of protected health information (45 CFR Parts 160 and 164) and any other applicable Federal and/or State law relating to the privacy or security of information. The West Virginia Government HIPAA Business Associate Addendum (BAA), approved by the Attorney General, is hereby made part of the agreement.

Attachment A: Vendor Response Sheet

Provide a response regarding the following: firm and staff qualifications and experience in completing similar projects; references; copies of any staff certifications or degrees applicable to this project; proposed staffing plan; descriptions of past projects completed entailing the location of the project, project manager name and contact information, type of project, and what the project goals and objectives were and how they were met.

List project goals and objectives contained in Section 2.4:

Section 2.4.1:

Vendor Response:

Section 2.4.2:

Vendor Response

Section 2.4.3:

Vendor Response

Section 2.4.4:

Vendor Response

Section 2.4.5:

Vendor Response
Section 2.4.6:
Vendor Response

Section 2.4.7:
Vendor Response

Section 2.4.8:
Vendor Response
Attachment B: Mandatory Specification Checklist

List mandatory specifications contained in Section 2.5:

Section 2.5.1:
Vendor Response:

Section 2.5.2:
Vendor Response:

Section 2.5.3:
Vendor Response:

Section 2.5.4:
Vendor Response:

Section 2.5.5:
Vendor Response:

Section 2.5.6:
Vendor Response:

Section 2.5.7:
Vendor Response:

Section 2.5.8:
Vendor Response:
Section 2.5.9:
Vendor Response:

Section 2.5.10:
Vendor Response:

Section 2.5.11:
Vendor Response:

Section 2.5.12:
Vendor Response:

Section 2.5.13:
Vendor Response:

I certify that the proposal submitted meets or exceeds all the mandatory specifications of this RFP. Additionally, I agree to provide any additional documentation deemed necessary by the Bureau to demonstrate compliance with said mandatory specifications.

____________________________________
(Company)

____________________________________
(Representative Name, Title)

____________________________________
(Contact Phone/Fax Number)

____________________________________
(Date)
Attachment C: Cost Sheet

Cost information below as detailed in the RFP and submitted in a separate sealed envelope. Cost should be clearly marked. Vendor will propose an all inclusive annual amount for each year of the proposed contract.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ASO Program</th>
<th>Year 1</th>
<th>Option Year 1</th>
<th>Option Year 2</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Development/Start-Up</td>
<td>______</td>
<td>______</td>
<td>______</td>
<td>______</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waiver Operations:</td>
<td>______</td>
<td>______</td>
<td>______</td>
<td>______</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Total for All Services:</td>
<td>______</td>
<td>______</td>
<td>______</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Optional Services:

Optional Services as specified in Section 2.4.5 shall be bid as an all-inclusive hourly rate and shall require Bureau approval of a Statement of Work and submission of a related Cost Estimate.

Hourly Rate: Year 1 ______________

Hourly Rate: Option Year 1 ______________

Hourly Rate: Option Year 2 ______________

Notes to Cost Bid Sheet:

The cost bid should be inclusive of all anticipated training, travel and related expenses, including supplies.

The “Grand Total for All Services” for the (3) three year period will be used for purposes of bid evaluation. Optional services will not be considered in the determination and award of cost points.

The vendor will invoice monthly in arrears in twelve (12) equal monthly installments.

____________________________________________________________________________
Signature_________________________Title_________________________Date_________________________
Attachment D: Special Terms and Conditions

If a vendor's proposal includes proprietary language within the technical proposal, an electronic copy omitting any proprietary language for publishing to the DHHR web-site should be submitted.

Agree that BMS retains ownership of all data, procedures, programs, work papers, and all materials gathered or developed under the contract with West Virginia.

Vendor Debrief: As the evaluation and award process has been described and documented, unsuccessful vendors have the opportunity to request a Debrief. That Debrief will be conducted at BMS facilities, privately, with the requesting vendor, the buyer and appropriate members of the evaluation committee. The vendor’s proposal will be discussed, and the evaluation committee scoring and contract award will be explained. This will help vendors understand the process, be more competitive by improving their proposals, and will increase their potential for winning bids.

I certify that I have acknowledged the additional contract provisions contained in Attachment D and that the proposal meets or exceeds all additional requirements as listed.

(Company)

(Representative Name, Title)

(Contact Phone/Fax Number)

(Date)